ROAD CORRUGATION	227
The inner driving-wheel bounces readily, and the smoothness of the
road is quickly destroyed.
The trouble of wavmess at bends will be partially or wholly re-
medied by adequate superelevation, and/or by the use of concrete
foundations or surfaces.
Causes of Skidding.
Whilst discussing the corrugation of road surfaces at bends, one
of the chief causes of skidding reveals itself. If one wheel is driving
hard while the other is racing and the vehicle turning, the thrust is
one-sided and not central, and the rear portion has a definite ten-
dency to move sideways by skidding. 3?or similar reasons a sudden
application of the brakes will cause the vehicle to behave in the
same way. It is sheer folly to apply brakes when the vehicle is
changing direction; the front wheel should always be steered
straight when braking is done.
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fig, 144.—typical section of wavy watebbound macadam boad.
Skidding on wavy surfaces is always probable, and will invariably
occur if the road is well cambered or when making a quick turning
movement to round other traffic.
If every driver understood the fundamental reasons underlying
the skidding of rear-axle-driven motor vehicles there would be fewer
accidents recorded on the public highway.
Water-bound Macadam,
The tar spraying of a water-bound macadam road will assist in
preventing for a time the wave-forming tendency of traffic Kg. 144,
as it keeps out the wet and partially resists surface movement.
There is little doubt that, under certain favourable atmospheric
conditions, ordinary-well-constructed tar-sprayed macadam forms
a strong road material which will offer considerable resistance to the
corrugating tendency of traffic. The tar-sprayed topping frequently
corrugates with the tarred chippings forming the ridges.
Corrugation of Bituminous Macadam Roods.
The formation of waves on^ tar macadam roads is brought about,
by the fitfe tarred topping course moving backwards and forwards

